
85%
of job seekers are willing
to join a talent network
if there isn't a suitable
job opening on their

first visit.

70%
of talent network

members provide a 
resume when

joining.

fact:
On Average, it takes a

candidate 26 days from the
time they join a talent network

until they complete
their first application.

Candidate re-engagement
is critical. 

1. Re-engaged

2. Interviewed

3. Hired

30%
of mobile applications

received by
talent network

customers utilize a
stored CareerBuilder

Resume.

95%
will fail to complete

an application
if the application process
is not mobile optimized

or takes more
than 2 steps.

Talentstream
Engage's superior

automated CRM and
Job Matching algorithm

provide 5x the clicks
of the industry

average.  

60%
of talent network

members report they're
open to receiving 
relevant job listing

emails. 

fact:
Candidates expect

an easy to use
career site with

a simple
application

process.

67%
search

by location
first.

Book a demo
Want to have the best view of your candidates throughout the application process? CareerBuilder has 
the most robust, most diverse set of tools on the market, allowing you to monitor and manage all of your 
postings and keep track of all your applicants. 

CareerBuilder knows
the Candidate Journey
A good recruitment strategy begins with a great career site. Here is a look 
at some of the challenges recruitment organizations face and the 
innovative ways they're navigating changing candidate behaviors with 

Talentstream Engage, CareerBuilder's talent network.
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21%
will narrow

options
by category.

40%
of candidates

will visit a
career site

from a mobile
device.

Complex candidate
journeys demand that

companies give themselves the
best chance to connect and

nurture candidates.

Implementing a career site
solution which matches

candidate behavior can result
in more candidates

and faster hires.

The
Journey
Begins
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